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APPLICATION GUIDE
ELECTRIC FRACTURING FLEETS

Hydraulic fracturing for oil and natural gas in the United States has
been around since the 1940’s. However, only recently has “fracking”,
as it is commonly known, become the new buzzword in the energy
industry. With the demand for natural gas continuing to rise and the
additional economic benefits this industry has created, improvements
to the process, equipment, and safety of those working in this industry
are ever evolving.
Electric fracking fleets are beginning to replace traditional diesel fuel
fleets due to the higher operation costs of diesel fleets as compared
to electric fleets. Also, electric fleets help to minimize emissions,
noise pollution, and dust build up common in the diesel fleets.
The introduction of electric fracking fleets have therefore introduced
unique safety measures to ensure worker’s safety when connecting or
disconnecting power for operations.
KIRK trapped key interlock safety systems ensure a predetermined
sequence of operations are followed each time power is isolated to
ensure couplers are de-energized before connecting or
disconnecting from the main power source.
An example of the power isolation process for electric fleets, enhanced
with KIRK® trapped key interlocks, is detailed on the back side.
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INTERLOCKING LOGIC

INITIAL SYSTEM STATUS:
Breaker on main power generation trailer is locked open. Transfer feeder breakers are locked open. Fracturing fleet is 
without power.   

SYSTEM OPERATION:
1. Key C1, C2, C3, C4 are trapped in KIRK Type DM interlocks on coupler connectors on truck power interconnect cables.
2. Connect couplers to switchgear trailer(s). Insert chain latch bolt into each Type DM, rotate keys C1, C2, C3, C4, 
releasing keys. Cables are now interlocked to switchgear.
3. Keys C1, C2, C3, C4 can be taken to KIRK Transfer interlock. Rotate all keys, releasing key A1.
4. Key A1 can be taken to breaker on the main power generation trailer. Insert key A1 into the KIRK Type F interlock and 
rotate, withdrawing the bolt, allowing the breaker to be turned on and closed.
5. To power transformers, Keys T1 and T2 are trapped in KIRK Type DM interlocks on couplers to feeder breaker and 
transformer. Insert chain latch bolt into each Type DM, rotate keys T1 and T2, releasing keys and interlocking transformer 
cables to breakers.
6. Keys T1 and T2 can be taken to feeder breaker, insert in KIRK 2-cylinder Type F interlock, rotate keys, withdrawing bolt, 
allowing the breaker to be turned on and closed.
7. Fracturing fleet is now powered and ready for operations.
8. To isolate power and disconnect, reverse KIRK trapped key interlock steps.
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